a stagnant atmosphere that ended by becoming as stale as themselves.
It was the line of fortifications that, despite its distance away, crowded families into them and made people sleep one against another in folding-beds, even on mattresses on the floor, in former dining-rooms with low ceilings, in kitchens, in passages, in holes with no windows. It was the fortifications that drove builders to construct narrow houses on odds and ends of building plots that faced the wrong way round; that, little by little, by sheer crushing, eliminated inside gardens, and courtyards planted with shrubs ; that increased the density of the traffic, started slowing it down, and, even on the main boulevards, squeezed vehicles into files with their wheels close together.
As for the villages, the fortifications had, it was true, snapped up some of them and thus condemned them to dissolution sooner or later. But the rest of them, those that were left outside, found themselves protected and left at liberty for three-quarters of a century. No sudden expansion of Paris could now touch them. They had time to grow, Hamlets became villages, and villages large towns. They appropriated the country round about them and organised it in their own way, to meet their own needs, in accordance with the short views of villagers and the limited ambitions of small districts. They employed this three-quarters of a century in twisting and entangling their streets, lanes, and blind alleys to such an extent that nobody could ever untwist and disentangle them again. They constructed boulevards three hundred yards long which ended up against a factory wall. They pushed out towards the country avenues planted with hop-poles, which merged a little way off into a back-ground of cabbages and slag-heaps.
Nevertheless they felt the neighbourhood of Paris. They effected an exchange of people with her, which became a more rapid and complicated coming and going from one year to the next. The fortifications prevented Paris from getting out, but they let the Parisians escape. They went and made homes for themselves in that space outside, where

